Exact diagonalization studies for a doped t-J ladder (or double chain) show hole pairing in the ground state. The excitation spectrum separates into a limited number of quasiparticles which carry charge +|e| and spin 1 2 and a triplet mode. At half-filling the former vanish but the latter evolves continuously into the triplet band of the spin liquid. At low doping the quasiparticles form a dilute Fermi gas with a strong attraction but simultaneously the Fermi wavevector, as would be measured in photoemission, is large.
The properties of strongly correlated electrons confined to a ladder (or double chain) and described by t-J or Hubbard models have been the subject of intensive investigation recently [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . The reason lies in the unusual spin liquid nature of the undoped parent system [1, 7, 8] . The key question is the evolution of the finite gap in the spin excitation spectrum upon doping. The spin gap remains in other spin liquids systems and is a sign of strong superconducting fluctuations [9, 10] . A recent analysis of the t-J ladder using a mean field (MF) theory with Gutzwiller renormalization of the matrix elements to account for the strong correlations, gave a continuous evolution of the spin gap with doping [3] . The short range resonance valence bond (RVB) state evolves into a superconductor with modified d-wave symmetry within this MF theory for the t-J ladder. A tendency towards modified d-wave superconductivity was also found in a renormalization group calculation [6] and in a very recent numerical study of the Hubbard ladder although no actual enhancement of the superconducting correlations was reported [4] . In this letter we report on the properties of finite t-J ladders up to a size of 10 × 2 sites using a Lanczos diagonalization method. We find results which give clear evidence of hole pairing and a modified d-wave RVB state in lightly doped systems in agreement with the MF theory. An interesting difference however is the discontinuous evolution of the excitation spectrum upon doping. Upon doping new quasiparticle (QP) excitations appear carrying both charge and spin. These excitations are in addition to a band of spin triplets which evolve continuously away from the undoped spin liquid. This separation of the excitation spectrum into bound holon-spinon QP's and collective triplet excitation contrasts with the full spin-charge separation found in a Luttinger liquid.
Another reason for especial interest is the possibility of realizing a lattice of weakly coupled ladders in the compounds SrCu 2 O 3 [11] and also (V O) 2 P 2 O 7 [12] . In the first case the ladders are isotropic with equal hopping matrix elements and exchange couplings along rungs and legs and we concentrate on this case.
The t-J ladder we will study reads
where j runs over L rungs, and σ (=↑, ↓) and a (= 1, 2) are spin and leg indices. We take t = 1 as the energy units. The first term is the kinetic energy and the J (J ′ ) are exchange couplings along the ladder (rungs). The local constraint excludes double occupancy at every site (n a↑ (j)n a↓ (j) = 0). Although the isotropic case J ′ = J is of most interest, we study also the limit of J ′ ≫ J, 1, which can be easily understood and is a good starting point to trace back to the isotropic case. Periodic or antiperiodic boundary conditions (PBC, APBC) are used along the ladder and then the wavevector k = (k x , k y ) is well defined, k x (k y ) are along the ladder (rungs).
To begin we summarize the properties of spin excitations at half-filling. In this case (1) reduces to the Heisenberg spin ladder (aside from a constant). Several different approaches have shown it has a spin liquid ground state with a finite excitation gap [1, 7, 8] . In the limit of J ′ → ∞, the ground state is an ensemble of singlet rungs and the total spin is trivially 
, where E GS (N) denotes the ground state energy for N electrons. In In the limit of strong rung coupling J ′ ≫ J, 1, this binding can be easily understood. At half-filling every rung forms a spin singlet. A single hole breaks a singlet so the second hole is attracted to the same rung to avoid breaking another singlet bond. The binding energy
The hole binding in the ground state is also seen directly in the hole-hole correlation
We calculated the size of bound hole pair ξ by fitting
The results are shown in the inset of Fig. 1 for L = 6, 8, and 10. In the strong coupling limit J ′ ≫ J, 1, the two holes are confined to the same rung and ξ → 0. The size of the bound hole pair increases with decreasing J ′ , but is still quite short, ξ ≈ 2, even for isotropic coupling J ′ = 0.3. Note at this value, the hole-hole correlation is maximum for holes on neighboring rungs, i.e., n 1h (j)n 2h (j + 1) .
One of the most interesting properties of the t-J ladder is that there are two distinct types of spin excitations upon doping. Let us start from the large J ′ limit, where they are easily distinguished. The first is the triplet excitation similar to that at half-filling and arises when a singlet rung away from the hole pair is excited to a triplet. The triplet propagates along the ladder with the matrix element
, and can also pass through the hole pair. For the second type of spin excitation, the presence of the holes is essential. The bound hole pair in the ground state dissociates into two separate holons, each of which is now bound to a spinon on the same rung to form a QP with charge +|e| and spin 1 2 [13] . In this sense, these holon-spinon bound pairs are similar to QP's in conventional Fermi liquids.
The energies and allowed numbers of the two types of spin excitations are different. The triplet can be excited only at the rungs without holes, whereas the second type needs a hole.
Therefore the number of possible excitations is proportional to (1 − δ) and δ, respectively, where δ is the hole doping.
The second type of spin excitations have lower energies in the large J ′ region as follows. The two types of excitations have different contributions to the spin susceptibility and structure factor,
Here |α and |GS denote an S = 1 eigenstate and the ground state with energies E α and E GS . As was discussed before the spin excitations with separate holes have lower energies.
However at δ ≪ 1, their number is smaller (∝ δ) than the excitations with the bound hole pairs and triplet rungs (∝ 1 − δ). Therefore with decreasing temperature the susceptibility will show a large exponential drop at T ∼ J ′ and a smaller drop further at T ∼ ∆ spin , corresponding to the different excitation energies. Figure 3 shows the structure factor, Im S(k, ω), for two holes in 8 × 2 sites. Large peaks are seen around k = (π, π) and the energy of the order of J ′ . These are due to the excitations away from bound hole pairs.
On the other hand, the QP excitations do not have large weights in spite of their lower excitation energies, because of the change in the charge configuration from the ground state.
This point would be important when comparing to neutron scattering experiments.
Finally we discuss the one-particle Green's function where we can see QP excitations directly. By using the Lanczos method combined with a continued fraction method, we calculate the spectral function for two holes. The electron and hole parts of the spectral function are defined as
where |α, N is an eigenstate for N electrons with the energy E α (N) and GS denotes the 
